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ABSTRACT

In this work we propose a HyperTransformer, a transformer-based model for few-
shot learning that generates weights of a convolutional neural network (CNN)
directly from support samples. Since the dependence of a small generated CNN
model on a specific task is encoded by a high-capacity transformer model, we
effectively decouple the complexity of the large task space from the complexity
of individual tasks. Our method is particularly effective for small target CNN ar-
chitectures where learning a fixed universal task-independent embedding is not
optimal and better performance is attained when the information about the task
can modulate all model parameters. For larger models we discover that generat-
ing the last layer alone allows us to produce competitive or better results than those
obtained with state-of-the-art methods while being end-to-end differentiable. Fi-
nally, we extend our approach to a semi-supervised regime utilizing unlabeled
samples in the support set and further improving few-shot performance.

1 INTRODUCTION

In few-shot learning, a conventional machine learning paradigm of fitting a parametric model to
training data is taken to a limit of extreme data scarcity where entire categories are introduced with
just one or few examples. A generic approach to solving this problem uses training data to identify
parameters φ of a learner aφ that given a small batch of examples for a particular task (called a
support set) can solve this task on unseen data (called a query set).

One broad family of few-shot image classification methods frequently referred to as metric-based
learning, relies on pretraining an embedding eφ(·) and then using some distance in the embedding
space to label query samples based on their closeness to known labeled support samples. These
methods proved effective on numerous benchmarks (see Tian et al. (2020) for review and references),
however the capabilities of the learner are limited by the capacity of the architecture itself, as these
methods try to build a universal embedding function.

On the other hand, optimization-based methods such as seminal MAML algorithm (Finn et al.,
2017) can fine-tune the embedding eφ by performing additional SGD updates on all parameters
φ of the model producing it. This partially addresses the constraints of metric-based methods by
learning a new embedding for each new task. However, in many of these methods, all the knowledge
extracted during training on different tasks and describing the learner aφ still has to “fit” into the
same number of parameters as the model itself. Such limitation becomes more severe as the target
models get smaller, while the richness of the task set increases.

In this paper we propose a new few-shot learning approach that allows us to decouple the complexity
of the task space from the complexity of individual tasks. The main idea is to use the transformer
model (Vaswani et al., 2017) that given a few-shot task episode generates an entire inference model
by producing all model weights in a single pass. This allows us to encode the intricacies of the avail-
able training data inside the transformer model, while still producing specialized tiny models that
can solve individual tasks. Reducing the size of the generated model and moving the computational
overhead to the transformer-based weight generator, we can lower the cost of the inference on new
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images. This can reduce the overall computation cost in cases where the tasks change infrequently
and hence the weight generator is only used sporadically.

We start by observing that the self-attention mechanism is well suited to be an underlying mech-
anism for a few-shot CNN weight generator. In contrast with earlier CNN- (Zhao et al., 2020) or
BiLSTM-based approaches (Ravi & Larochelle, 2017), the vanilla1 transformer model is invariant
to sample permutations and can handle unbalanced datasets with a varying number of samples per
category. Furthermore, we demonstrate that a single-layer self-attention model can replicate a sim-
plified gradient-descent-based learning algorithm. Using a transformer model to generate the logits
layer on top of a conventionally learned embedding, we achieve competitive results on several com-
mon few-shot learning benchmarks. Varying transformer parameters we demonstrate that this high
performance can be attributed to additional capacity of the transformer model that decouples its
complexity from that of the generated CNN.

We then extend our method to support unlabeled samples by using a special input token that we
concatenate to all unlabeled examples encoding the fact that their classes are unknown. In our
experiments outlined in Section 4.3, we observe that adding unlabeled samples can significantly
improve model performance. Interestingly, the full benefit of using additional data is only realized
if the transformers use two or more layers. This result is consistent with the basic mechanism
described in Section 3.2, where we show that a transformer model with at least two layers can
encode the nearest-neighbor style algorithm that associates unlabeled samples with similar labeled
examples. In essence, by training the weight generator to produce CNN models with best possible
performance on a query set, we teach the transformer to utilize unlabeled samples without having to
manually introduce additional optimization objectives. Our approach could be further generalized to
treat partially known sample labels (when the true label is known to belong to some set of classes),
but this will be the subject of the future work.

Finally, we explore the capability of our approach to generate all weights of the CNN model, adjust-
ing both the logits layer and all intermediate layers producing the sample embedding. We show that
by generating all layers we can improve both the training and test accuracies2 of CNN models below
a certain size. But, interestingly, generation of the logits layer alone appears to be sufficient above a
certain model size threshold (see Figure 3). This threshold is expected to depend on the variability
and the complexity of the training tasks.

In addition to being able to decouple the complexity of the task distribution from the complexity of
individual tasks, another important advantage of our method is that it allows to do learning end-to-
end without relying on complex nested gradients optimization and other meta-learning approaches,
where the number of unrolls steps is large. In contrast with these methods, our optimization is done
in a single loop of updates to the transformer (and feature extractor) parameters.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the few-shot learning problem setup and
highlight related work. Section 3 introduces our approach, discusses the motivation for choosing
an attention-based model and shows how our approach can be used to meta-learn semi-supervised
learning algorithms. In Section 4, we discuss our experimental results. Finally, in Section 5, we
provide concluding remarks.

2 PROBLEM SETUP AND RELATED WORK

2.1 FEW-SHOT LEARNING

The main goal of a few-shot learning algorithm is to use a set of training tasks Ttrain for finding
a learner aφ parameterized by φ that given new task domains can train to recognize novel classes
using just a few samples per each class. The learner aφ can be thought of as a function that maps

task description T = {(xi, ci)}
kn
i=1 containing k labeled input samples xi for each of n classes, to the

weights θ = aφ(T ) of a trained model f(x;θ). The parameters φ are meta-optimized to maximize
the performance of the model f(x; aφ(TS)) generated using a support set TS with x drawn from
a query set TQ. Each task T = (TS , TQ) is randomly drawn from a space of training tasks Ttrain.

1without attention masking or positional encodings
2As discussed in Section 4.2, HT with a high training accuracy can be a practical approach to model per-

sonalization under the assumption that real tasks come from the distribution seen at the training time.
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Typically, TS and TQ are generated by first randomly choosing several distinct classes from the
training set and then sampling examples without replacement from these classes to generate TS and
TQ. In a classical “n-way-k-shot” setting, n is the number of classes randomly sampled in each
episode, and k is the number of samples for each class in the support set TS .

The quality of a particular few-shot learning algorithm is typically evaluated using a separate test
space of tasks Ttest. By forming Ttest from novel classes unseen at training time, we can evaluate
generalization of different learners aφ. Best algorithms are expected to capture the structure present
in the training set and to perform well on novel concepts. This structure may, for example, include
certain properties of the distributions pc(x) with c being the class label, or the presence of particular
discriminative features in the tasks from Ttrain.

2.2 RELATED WORK

Few-shot learning received a lot of attention from the deep learning community and while there are
hundreds of few-shot learning methods, several common themes emerged in the past years. Here we
outline several existing approaches, show how they relate to our method and discuss the prior work
related to it.

Metric-Based Learning. One family of approaches involves mapping input samples into an em-
bedding space and then using some nearest neighbor algorithm that relies on the computation of
distances from a query sample embedding to the embedding computed using support samples with
known labels. The metric used to compute the distance can either be the same for all tasks, or can be
task-dependent. This family of methods includes, for example, such methods as Siamese networks
(Koch et al., 2015), Matching Networks (Vinyals et al., 2016), Prototypical Networks (Snell et al.,
2017), Relation Networks (Sung et al., 2018) and TADAM (Oreshkin et al., 2018). It has recently
been argued (Tian et al., 2020) that methods based on building a powerful sample representation
can frequently outperform numerous other approaches including many optimization-based meth-
ods. However, such approaches essentially amount to the “one-model solves all” approach and thus
require larger models than needed to solve individual tasks.

Optimization-Based Learning. An alternative approach that can adapt the embedding to a new
task is to incorporate optimization within the learning process. A variety of such methods are based
on the approach called Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning, or MAML (Finn et al., 2017). In MAML,
θ = aφ is obtained by initializing a DNN at θ0 = φ and then performing one or more gradient de-
scent updates on a classification loss function L, i.e., computing θk+1 = θk − γ · (∂L/∂θ)(T ;θk).
This approach was later refined (Antoniou et al., 2019) and built upon giving rise to Reptile (Nichol
et al., 2018), LEO (Rusu et al., 2019) and others. One limitation of various MAML-inspired meth-
ods is that the knowledge about the set of training tasks Ttrain is distilled into parameters φ that
have the same dimensionality as the model parameters θ. Therefore, for a very lightweight model
f(x;θ) the capacity of the task-adaptation learner aφ is still limited by the size of θ. Methods that
use parameterized preconditioners that otherwise do not impact the model f(x;θ) can alleviate this
issue, but as with MAML, such methods can be difficult to train (Antoniou et al., 2019).

Weight Modulation and Generation. The idea of using a task specification to directly generate or
modulate model weights has been previously explored in the generalized supervised learning context
(Ratzlaff & Li, 2019) and in specific language models (Mahabadi et al., 2021; Tay et al., 2021; Ye
& Ren, 2021). Some few-shot learning methods described above also employ this approach and use
task-specific generation or modulation of the weights of the final classification model. For example,
in LGM-Net (Li et al., 2019b) the matching network approach is used to generate a few layers on
top of a task-agnostic embedding. Another approach abbreviated as LEO (Rusu et al., 2019) utilized
a similar weight generation method to generate initial model weights from the training dataset in a
few-shot learning setting, much like what is proposed in this article. However, in Rusu et al. (2019),
the generated weights were also refined using several SGD steps similar to how it is done in MAML.
Here we explore a similar idea, but largely inspired by the HYPERNETWORK approach (Ha et al.,
2017), we instead propose to directly generate an entire task-specific CNN model. Unlike LEO, we
do not rely on pre-computed embeddings for images and generate the model in a single step without
additional SGD steps, which simplifies and stabilizes training.
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Transformers in Computer Vision and Few-Shot Learning. Transformer models (Vaswani
et al., 2017) originally proposed for natural language understanding applications, had since become
a useful tool in practically every subfield of deep learning. In computer vision, transformers have
recently seen an explosion of applications ranging from state-of-the-art image classification results
(Dosovitskiy et al., 2021; Touvron et al., 2021) to object detection (Carion et al., 2020; Zhu et al.,
2021), segmentation (Ye et al., 2019), image super-resolution (Yang et al., 2020), image generation
(Chen et al., 2021) and many others. There are also several notable applications in few-shot image
classification. For example, in Liu et al. (2021), the transformer model was used for generating
universal representations in the multi-domain few-shot learning scenario. And closely related to
our approach, in Ye et al. (2020), the authors proposed to accomplish embedding adaptation with
the help of transformer models. Unlike our method that generates an entire end-to-end image clas-
sification model, this approach applied a task-dependent perturbation to an embedding generated
by an independent task-agnostic feature extractor. In Gidaris & Komodakis (2018), a simplified
attention-based model was used for the final layer generation.

3 HYPERTRANSFORMER

In this section, we describe our approach to few-shot learning that we call a HYPERTRANSFORMER

(HT) and justify the choice of the self-attention mechanism as its basis.

3.1 FEW-SHOT LEARNING MODEL

A learner aφ (as introduced in Section 2.1) is the core of a few-shot learning algorithm and in this

paper, we choose aφ to be a transformer-based model that takes a task description T = {(xi, ci)}
kn
i=1

as input and produces weights for some or all layers {θℓ|ℓ ∈ [1, L]} of the generated CNN model.
Layer weights that are not generated are instead learned in the end-to-end fashion as ordinary task-
agnostic variables. In other words, these learned layers are modified during the training phase and
remain static during the evaluation phase (i.e. they are independent of the support set). In our
experiments generated CNN models contain a set of convolutional layers and a final fully-connected
logits layer. Here θℓ are the parameters of the ℓ-th layer and L is the total number of layers including
the final logits layer (with index L). The weights are generated layer-by-layer starting from the first
layer: θ1(T ) → θ2(θ1;T ) → · · · → θL(θ1,...,L−1;T ). Here we use θa,...,b as a short notation for
(θa, θa+1, . . . , θb).

Image and activation embeddings. The weights for the layer ℓ are either: (a) simply learned as a
task-agnostic trainable variable, or (b) generated by the transformer that receives a concatenation of
image embeddings and activation embeddings and sample labels ci, or

Iℓ :=
{(

hℓ
φl

(

zℓi
)

, sφs
(xi), ci

)}

i=1,...,kn
.

The activation embeddings at layer ℓ are produced by a convolutional feature extractor hℓ
φl
(zℓi )

applied to the activations of the previous layer zℓi := fℓ−1(xi; θ1,...,ℓ−1) for ℓ > 1 and z1i := xi.
The intuition behind using the activation embeddings is that the choice of the layer weights should
primarily depend on the inputs received by this layer.

The image embeddings are produced by a separate trainable convolutional neural network sφs
(xi)

and are the same for all layers. Their purpose is to modulate each layer’s weight generator with a
global high-level view of the sample that, unlike the activation embedding, is independent of the
generated weights and is also fully shared between all layer generators.

Encoding and decoding transformer inputs and outputs. In the majority of our experiments,
the input samples were encoded by concatenating image and activation embeddings from Iℓ to
trainable label embeddings ξ(c) with ξ : [1, n] → R

d. Here n is the number of classes per episode
and d is a chosen size of the label encoding. Note that the class embeddings do not contain semantic
information, but rather act as placeholders to differentiate between distinct classes. In addition
to supervised few-shot learning, we also considered a semi-supervised scenario when some of the
support samples are provided without the associated class information. Such unlabeled samples
were fed into the transformer using the same general encoding approach, but we used an auxiliary
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Generated Layer 1

Generated Layer 2

Support Samples Support LabelsImage Feature Extractor

Image Embeddings

Activations 

Activation 

Feature 

Extractor

Figure 1: A diagram of our model showing the generation of two CNN layers: transformer-based
weight generators receive image embeddings sφs

(·) and activation embeddings hφl
(·) along with

corresponding labels ci, and produce CNN layer weights (θ1 and θ2). After being generated, the
CNN model is used to compute the loss on the query set. The gradients of this loss are then used to
adjust the weights of the entire weight generation model (φs, φl, transformer weights).

learned “unlabeled” token ξ̂ in place of the label encoding ξ(c) to indicate the fact that the class of
the sample is unknown.

Along with the input samples, the sequence passed to the transformer was also populated with
special learnable placeholder tokens, each associated with a particular slice of the to-be-generated
weight tensor. Each such token was a learnable d-dimensional vector padded with zeros to the size
of the input sample token. After the entire input sequence was processed by the transformer, we read
out model outputs associated with the weight slice placeholder tokens and assembled output weight
slices into the final weight tensors (see Fig. 2).

In our experiments we considered two different ways of encoding k×k×ninput×noutput convolu-

tional kernels: (a) “output allocation” generates noutput tokens with weight slices of size k2×ninput

and (b) “spatial allocation” generates k2 weight slices of size ninput × noutput. We show compari-
son results in Supplementary Materials.

Training the model. The weight generation model uses the support set to produce the weights of
some or all CNN model layers. Then, the cross-entropy loss is computed for the query set samples
that are passed through the generated CNN model. The weight generation parameters φ (including
the transformer model and image/activation feature extractor weights) are learned by optimizing this
loss function using stochastic gradient descent.

3.2 REASONING BEHIND THE SELF-ATTENTION MECHANISM

The choice of self-attention mechanism for the weight generator is not arbitrary. One motivating
reason behind this choice is that the output produced by generator with the basic self-attention is by
design invariant to input permutations, i.e., permutations of samples in the training dataset. This also
makes it suitable for processing unbalanced batches and batches with a variable number of samples
(see Sec. 4.3). Now we show that the calculation performed by a self-attention model with properly
chosen parameters can mimic basic few-shot learning algorithms further motivating its utility.
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Transformer

Class EmbeddingsSample 

Embeddings

0 0

Weight Embeddings

Generated Weight Slices

0 0

Labeled Samples Unlabeled Samples

(Optional)

"No Label"

Embeddings

Figure 2: Structure of the tokens passed to and received from a transformer model. Both labeled
and unlabeled (optional) samples can be passed to the transformer as inputs. Empty output tokens
indicate ignored outputs.

Supervised learning. Self-attention in its rudimentary form can implement a method similar to
cosine-similarity-based sample weighting encoded in the logits layer3 with weights W :

Wi,j ∼

n
∑

m=1

y
(m)
i e

(m)
j , (1)

which can also be viewed as a result of applying a single gradient descent step on the cross-entropy

loss (see Appendix A). Here n is the total number of support-set samples {x(m)|m ∈ [1, n]} and

e(m), y(m) are the embedding vector and the one-hot label corresponding to x(m).

The approach can be outlined (see more details in Appendix A) as follows. The self-attention opera-
tion receives encoded input samples Ik = (ξ(ck), ek) and weight placeholders (µ(i), 0) as its input.
If each weight slice Wi,· represented by a particular token (µ(i), 0) produces a query Qi that only

attends to keys Kk corresponding4 to samples Ik with labels ck matching i and the values of these
samples are set to their embeddings ek, then the self-attention operation will essentially average the
embeddings of all samples assigned label i thus matching the first term in W in equation 1.

Semi-supervised learning. A similar self-attention mechanism can also be designed to produce
logits layer weights when the support set contains some unlabeled samples. The proposed mecha-
nism first propagates classes of labeled samples to similar unlabeled samples. This can be achieved
by a single self-attention layer choosing the queries and the keys of the samples to be proportional to
their embeddings. The attention map for sample i would then be defined by a softmax of ei · ej , or
in other words would be proportional to exp(ei · ej). Choosing sample values to be proportional to
the class tokens, we can then propagate a class of a labeled sample ej to a nearby unlabeled sample
with embedding ei, for which ei · ej is sufficiently large. If the self-attention module is “residual”,
i.e., the output of the self-attention operation is added to the original input, like it is done in the
transformer model, then this additive update would essentially “mark” an unlabeled sample by the
propagated class (albeit this term might have a small norm). The second self-attention layer can
then be designed similarly to the supervised case. If label embeddings are orthogonal, then even a
small component of a class embedding propagated to an unlabeled sample can be sufficient for a
weight slice to attend to it thus adding its embedding to the final weight (resulting in the averaging
of embeddings of both labeled and proper unlabeled examples).

4 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present HYPERTRANSFORMER (HT) experimental results and discuss the impli-
cations of our empirical findings.

3here we assume that the embeddings e are unbiased, i.e., 〈ei〉 = 0
4in other words, the self-attention layer should match tokens (µ(i), 0) with (ξ(i), . . . ).
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Table 1: Comparison of HT with MAML++ on models of different sizes and different datasets:
(a) 20-way OMNIGLOT and (b) 5-way MINIIMAGENET. Results for MAML++ were obtained
using GitHub code accompanying Antoniou et al. (2019), those marked with † are from Antoniou
et al. (2019). HT outperforms MAML++ on many few-shot tasks. Accuracy confidence intervals:
OMNIGLOT – between 0.1% and 0.3%, MINIIMAGENET – between 0.2% and 0.5%.

Approach
1-shot (channels) 5-shot (channels)

8 16 32 48 64 8 16 32 48 64

OMNIGLOT:

- MAML++ 81.4 88.6 95.6 95.8 97.7† 83.2 94.9 98.6 98.8 99.3†

- HT 87.2 93.7 95.5 95.7 96.2 94.7 98.0 98.6 98.8 98.8

MINI:

- MAML++ 43.9 46.6 49.4 52.2† – 59.0 64.6 66.8 68.3† –
- HT 45.5 50.2 53.8 55.1 – 58.5 63.8 67.1 68.1 –

4.1 DATASETS AND SETUP

Datasets. For our experiments, we chose several most widely used few-shot datasets including
OMNIGLOT, MINIIMAGENET and TIEREDIMAGENET. MINIIMAGENET contains a relatively small
set of labels and is arguably the simplest to overfit to. Because of this and since in many recent
publications MINIIMAGENET was replaced with a larger TIEREDIMAGENET dataset, we conduct
many of our experiments and ablation studies using OMNIGLOT and TIEREDIMAGENET.

Models. HYPERTRANSFORMER can in principle generate arbitrarily large weight tensors by pro-
ducing low-dimensional embeddings that can then be fed into another trainable model to generate
the entire weight tensors. In this work, however, we limit our experiments to HT models that gen-
erate weight tensor slices encoding individual output channels directly. For the target models we
focus on 4-layer CNN architectures identical to those used in MAML++ and numerous other pa-
pers. More precisely, we used a sequence of four 3 × 3 convolutional layers with the same number
of output channels followed by batch normalization (BN) layers, nonlinearities and max-pooling
stride-2 layers. All BN variables were learned and not generated. Experiments with generated BN
variables did not show much difference with this simpler approach. Generating larger architectures
such as RESNET and WIDERESNET will be the subject of our future work.

4.2 SUPERVISED RESULTS WITH LOGITS LAYER GENERATION

As discussed in Section 3.2, using a simple self-attention mechanism to generate the CNN logits
layer can be a basis of a simple few-shot learning algorithm. Motivated by this observation, in our
first experiments, we compared the proposed HT approach with MAML++ on OMNIGLOT and
MINIIMAGENET datasets (see Table 1) with HT limited to generating only the final fully-connected
logits layer.

In our experiments, the dimensionality of the activation embedding was chosen to be the same as the
number of model channels and the image embedding had a dimension of 32 regardless of the model
size. The image feature extractor was a simple 4-layer convolutional model with batch normalization
and stride-2 3 × 3 convolutional kernels. The activation feature extractors were two-layer convolu-
tional models with outputs of both layers averaged over the spatial dimensions and concatenated to
produce the final activation embedding. For all tasks except 5-shot MINIIMAGENET our transformer
had 3 layers, used a simple sequence of encoder layers (Figure 2) and used the “output allocation”
of weight slices (Section 3.1). Experiments with the encoder-decoder transformer architecture can
be found in Appendix D. The 5-shot MINIIMAGENET results presented in Table 1 were obtained
with a simplified transformer model that had 1 layer, and did not have the final fully-connected layer
and nonlinearity. This proved necessary for reducing model overfitting of this smaller dataset. Other
model parameters are described in detail in Appendix B.

Results obtained with our method in a few-shot setting (see Table 1) are frequently better than
MAML++ results, especially on smaller models, which can be attributed to parameter disentangle-
ment between the weight generator and the CNN model. While the improvement over MAML++
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Table 2: Comparison of MINIIMAGENET and TIEREDIMAGENET 1-shot (1-S) and 5-shot (5-S)
5-way results for HT (underlined) and other widely known methods with a 64-64-64-64 model
including (Tian et al., 2020): Matching Networks (Vinyals et al., 2016), IMP (Allen et al., 2019),
Prototypical Networks (Snell et al., 2017), TAML (Jamal & Qi, 2019), SAML (Hao et al., 2019),
GCR (Li et al., 2019a), KTN (Peng et al., 2019), PARN (Wu et al., 2019), Predicting Parameters
from Activations (Qiao et al., 2018), Relation Net (Sung et al., 2018), MELR (Fei et al., 2021). We
also include results for CNNs with fewer channels (“-32” for 32-channel models, etc.).

MINIIMAGENET TIEREDIMAGENET

Method 1-S 5-S Method 1-S 5-S Method 1-S 5-S

HT 54.1 68.5 HT-48 55.1 68.1 HT-32 52.7 69.9
MN 43.6 55.3 SAML 52.2 66.5 MAML-32 51.7 70.3
IMP 49.2 64.7 GCR 53.2 72.3 HT 56.1 73.3
PN 49.4 68.2 KTN 54.6 71.2 PN 53.3 72.7
MELR 55.4 72.3 PARN 55.2 71.6 MELR 56.4 73.2
TAML 51.8 66.1 PPA 54.5 67.9 RN 54.5 71.3

gets smaller with the growing size of the generated CNN, our results on MINIIMAGENET and
TIEREDIMAGENET appear to be comparable to those obtained with numerous other methods (see
Table 2). Discussion of additional comparisons to LGM-Net (Li et al., 2019b) and LEO (Rusu et al.,
2019) using a different setup (which is why they could not be included in Table 2) and showing an
almost identical performance can be found in Appendix C.

While the learned HT model could perform a relatively simple calculation on high-dimensional
sample embeddings, perhaps not too different from that in equation 1, our brief analysis of the
parameters space (see Appendix D) shows that using simpler 1-layer transformers leads to a mod-
est decrease of the test accuracy and a greater drop in the training accuracy for smaller models.
However, in our experiments with 5-shot MINIIMAGENET dataset, which is generally more prone
to overfitting, we observed that increasing the transformer model complexity improves the model
training accuracy (on episodes that only use classes seen at the training time), but the test accuracy
relying on classes unseen at the training time, generally degrades. We also observed that the results
in Table 1 could be improved even further by increasing the embedding sizes (see Appendix D), but
we did not pursue an exhaustive optimization in the parameter space.

It is worth noting that overfitting characterized by a good performance on tasks composed of
seen categories, but poor generalization to unseen categories, may still have practical applications.
Specifically, if the actual task relies on classes seen at the training time, we can generate an accurate
model customized to a particular task in a single pass without having to perform any SGD steps
to fine-tune the model. This is useful if, for example, the client model needs to be adjusted to a
particular set of known classes most widely used by this client. We also anticipate that with more
complex data augmentations and additional synthetic tasks, more complex transformer-based mod-
els can further improve their performance on the test set and a deeper analysis of such techniques
will be the subject of our future work.

4.3 SEMI-SUPERVISED RESULTS

In our approach, the weight generation model is trained by optimizing the loss calculated on the
query set and therefore any additional information about the task, including unlabeled samples, can
be provided as a part of the support set to the weight generator without having to alter the optimiza-
tion objective. This allows us to tackle a semi-supervised few-shot learning problem without making
any substantial changes to the model or the training approach. In our implementation, we simply
added unlabeled samples into the support set and marked them with an auxiliary learned “unlabeled”

token ξ̂ in place of the label encoding ξ(c).

Since OMNIGLOT is typically characterized by very high accuracies in the 97%-99% range, we
conducted all our experiments with TIEREDIMAGENET. As shown in Table 3, adding unlabeled
samples results in a substantial increase of the final test accuracy. Furthermore, notice that the
model achieves its best performance when the number of transformer layers is greater than one.
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Table 3: Test accuracy on TIEREDIMAGENET of supervised 1-shot and 5-shot models and semi-
supervised 1-shot models with u additional unlabeled samples per class. The weight generation
transformer model uses LT encoder layers. Notice a performance improvement of semi-supervised
learning over the 1-shot supervised results. Accuracy is seen to grow with the number of unlabeled
samples and the maximum accuracy is reached when the encoder has at least two layers.

(u, LT ) 1-shot 5-shot (2, 3) (4, 1) (4, 2) (4, 3) (9, 3)

Accuracy 56.0 69.9 58.3 56.6 59.9 59.9 61.5

This is consistent with the basic mechanism discussed in Section 3.2 that required two self-attention
layers to function.

It is worth noticing that adding more unlabeled samples into the support set makes our model more
difficult to train and it gets stuck producing CNNs with essentially random outputs. Our solution was
to introduce unlabeled samples incrementally during training. This was implemented by masking out
some unlabeled samples in the beginning of the training and then gradually reducing the masking
probability over time. In our experiments, we linearly interpolated the probability of ignoring an
unlabeled sample from 0.7 to 0.0 in half the training steps.

4.4 GENERATING ADDITIONAL MODEL LAYERS

We demonstrated that HT model can outperform MAML++ on common few-shot learning datasets
by generating just the last logits layer of the CNN model. But is it advantageous to be generating
additional CNN layers (ultimately fully utilizing the capability of the HT model)?

We approached this question by conducting experiments, in which all or some layers were generated,
while the remaining layers were learned as task-agnostic variables (usually the first few layers of the
CNN). Our experimental results demonstrated a significant performance improvement due to the
generation of the convolutional layers in addition to the CNN logits layer, but only for CNN models
below a particular size. For OMNIGLOT dataset, we saw that both training and test accuracies for a 4-
channel and a 6-channel CNNs increased with the number of generated layers (see Fig. 3 and Table 4
in Appendix) and using more complex transformer models with 2 or more encoder layers improved
both training and test accuracies of fully-generated CNN models of this size (see Appendix D).
However, as the size of the model increased and reached 8 channels, generating the last logits layer
alone proved to be sufficient for getting the best results on OMNIGLOT and TIEREDIMAGENET. By
separately training an “oracle” CNN model using all available data for a random set of n classes, we
observed the gap between the training accuracy of the generated model and the oracle model (see
Fig. 3), indicating that the transformer does not fully capture the dependence of the optimal CNN
model weights on the support set samples. A hypothetical weight generator reaching maximum
training accuracy could, in principle, memorize all training images being able to associate them
with corresponding classes and then generate an optimal CNN model for a particular set of classes
in the episode matching “oracle” model performance.

The positive effect of generating convolutional layers can also be observed in shallow models with
large convolutional kernels and large strides where the model performance can be much more sensi-
tive to a proper choice of model weights. For example, in a 16-channel model with two convolutional
kernels of size 9 and the stride of 4, the overall test accuracy for a model generating only the final
convolutional layer was about 1% lower than the accuracies of the models generating at least one
additional convolutional filter. We also speculate that as the complexity of the task increases, gener-
ating some or all intermediate network layers should become more important for achieving optimal
performance. Verifying this hypothesis and understanding the “boundary” in the model space be-
tween two regimes where a static backbone is sufficient or not will be the subject of our future
work.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we proposed a HyperTransformer (HT), a novel transformer-based model that gener-
ates all weights of a CNN model directly from a few-shot support set. This approach allows us to use
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Figure 3: (Left) Test accuracies for the generated 4-, 6- and 8-channel CNN models on the 5-shot-
20-way OMNIGLOT task. Models with only the last logits layer generated (red) are characterized
by lower test accuracies compared to the models with some or all convolutional layers also being
generated (blue, green). Similar plot for TIEREDIMAGENET can be found in Appendix (Fig. 13).
(Right) 5-shot-20-way OMNIGLOT training/test accuracies (separate run) as a function of the CNN
model complexity: only the final logits layer being generated (logits), all layers being generated (all),
training the model on all available samples for a random set of few classes (oracle). A model that
generates CNN weights by memorizing all samples (being able to determine their classes) and also
memorizing optimal trained weights for any selection of classes would reach the oracle accuracy,
but would not generalize.

a high-capacity model for encoding task-dependent variations in the weights of a smaller model. We
demonstrate that generating the last logits layer alone, the transformer-based weight generator beats
or matches performance of multiple traditional learning methods on several few-shot benchmarks.
More importantly, we showed that HT can be straightforwardly extended to handle unlabeled sam-
ples that might be present in the support set and our experiments demonstrate a considerable few-
shot performance improvement in the presence of unlabeled data. Finally, we explore the impact of
the transformer-encoded model diversity in CNN models of different sizes. We use HT to generate
some or all convolutional kernels and biases and show that for sufficiently small models, adjusting
all model parameters further improves their few-shot learning performance.
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A EXAMPLE OF A SELF-ATTENTION MECHANISM FOR SUPERVISED

LEARNING

Self-attention in its rudimentary form can implement a cosine-similarity-based sample weighting,
which can also be viewed as a simple 1-step MAML-like learning algorithm. This can be seen by
considering a simple classification model

f(x; θ) = s(We(x;φ) + b)

with θ = (W , b, φ), where e(x;φ) is the embedding and s(·) is a softmax function. MAML
algorithm identifies such initial weights θ0 that given any task T just a few gradient descent steps
with respect to the loss LT starting at θ0 bring the model towards a task-specific local optimum of
LT .

Notice that if any label assignment in the training tasks is equally likely, it is natural for f(x; θ0)
to not prefer any particular label over the others. Guided by this, let us choose W0 and b0 that are
label-independent. Substituting θ = θ0 + δθ into f(x; θ), we obtain

fℓ(x; θ) = fℓ(x; θ0) + s′ℓ(·)(δWℓe(x;φ0) + δbℓ +W0,ℓe
′(x;φ0)δφ) +O(δθ2),

where ℓ is the label index and δθ = (δW , δb, δφ). We see that the lowest-order label-dependent
correction to fℓ(x; θ0) is given simply by s′ℓ(·)(δWℓe(x;φ0) + δbℓ). In other words, in the lowest-
order, the model only adjusts the final logits layer to adapt the pretrained embedding e(x;φ0) to a
new task. It is then easy to calculate that for a simple softmax cross-entropy loss, a single step of
the gradient descent results in the following logits weight and bias updates:
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Here γ is the learning rate, n is the total number of support-set samples, |C| is the number of classes

and y(m) is the one-hot label corresponding to x(m).

Now consider a self-attention module generating the last logits layer and acting on a sequence
of processed input samples5 IL = {( ξ(ci) , hφl

(ei) )}i=1,...,n and weight placeholders WL :=
{(µ(k) , 0 )}k=1,...,|C|, where |C| is the number of classes and also the number of weight slices of
W if each slice corresponds to an output layer channel. The output of a simple self-attention module
for the weight slice with index i is then given by:
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m
). It is easy to see that with a proper

choice of query and key matrices attending only to prepended ξ and µ tokens, the second term in
equation 3 can be made negligible, while Q(WL

i ) · KI(I
L
m) can make the softmax function only

attend to those components of VI that correspond to samples with label i. Choosing VI(I
L
m) to be

proportional to em, we can then recover the first term in δW in equation 2. The second term in
δW can be produced, for example, with the help of a second head that generates identical attention
weights for all samples, thus summing up their embeddings.

B MODEL PARAMETERS

Here we provide additional information about the model parameters used in our experiments.

Image augmentations and feature extractor parameters. For OMNIGLOT dataset, we used the
same image augmentations that were originally proposed in MAML. For MINIIMAGENET and
TIEREDIMAGENET datasets, however, we used ImageNet-style image augmentations including hor-
izontal image flipping, random color augmentations and random image cropping. This helped us to
avoid model overfitting on the MINIIMAGENET dataset and possibly on TIEREDIMAGENET.

5here we use only activation features hφl
(ei) of the sample embedding vectors ei
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The dimensionality d of the label encoding ξ and weight slice encoding µ was typically set to 32.
Increasing d up to the maximum number of weight slices plus the number of per-episode labels,
would allow the model to fully disentangle examples for different labels and different weight slices,
but can also make the model train slower.

Transformer parameters. Since the weight tensors of each layer are generally different, our per-
layer transformers were also different. The key, query and value dimensions of the transformer
were chosen to be equal to a pre-defined fraction ν of the input embedding size, which in turn was
a function of the label, image and activation embedding sizes and the sizes of the weight slices.
The inner dimension of the final fully-connected layer in the transformer was also chosen using the
same approach. In our MINIIMAGENET and TIEREDIMAGENET experiments, ν was chosen to be
0.5 and in OMNIGLOT experiments, we used ν = 1. Each transformer typically contained 2 or 3
encoder layers and used 2 or 8 heads for OMNIGLOT and MINIIMAGENET, TIEREDIMAGENET,
correspondingly.

Learning schedule. In all our experiments, we used gradient descent optimizer with a learning
rate in the 0.01 to 0.02 range. Our early experiments with more advanced optimizers were unstable.
We used a learning rate decay schedule, in which we reduced the learning rate by a factor of 0.95
every 105 learning steps.

C ADDITIONAL SUPERVISED EXPERIMENTS

While the advantage of decoupling parameters of the weight generator and the generated CNN
model is expected to vanish with the growing CNN model size, we compared our approach to two
other methods, LGM-Net (Li et al., 2019b) and LEO (Rusu et al., 2019), to verify that our approach
can match their performance on sufficiently large models.

For our comparison with the LGM-Net method, we used the same image augmentation technique
that was used in Li et al. (2019b) where it was applied both at the training and the evaluation stages
(Ma, 2019). We also used the same CNN architecture with 4 learned 64-channel convolutional layers
followed by two generated convolutional layers and the final logits layer. In our weight generator, we
used 2-layer transformers with activation feature extractors that relied on 48-channel convolutional
layers and did not use any image embeddings. We trained our model in the end-to-end fashion on the
MINIIMAGENET 1-shot-5-way task and obtained a test accuracy of 69.3%± 0.3% almost identical
to the 69.1% accuracy reported in Li et al. (2019b).

We also carried out a comparison with LEO by using our method to generate a fully-connected
layer on top of the TIEREDIMAGENET embeddings pre-computed with a WideResNet-28 model
employed by Rusu et al. (2019). For our experiments, we used a simpler 1-layer transformer model
with 2 heads that did not have the final fully-connected layer and nonlinearity. We also used L2

regularization of the generated fully-connected weights setting the regularization weight to 10−3.
As a result of training this model, we obtained 66.2% ± 0.2% and 81.6% ± 0.2% test accuracies
on the 1-shot-5-way and 5-shot-5-way TIEREDIMAGENET tasks correspondingly. These results are
almost identical to 66.3% and 81.4% accuracies reported in Rusu et al. (2019).

D DEPENDENCE ON PARAMETERS AND ABLATION STUDIES

Most of our parameter explorations were conducted for OMNIGLOT dataset. We chose a 16-channel
model trained on a 1-shot-20-way OMNIGLOT task as an example of a model, for which just the
logits layer generation was sufficient. We also chose a 4-channel model trained on a 5-shot-20-way
OMNIGLOT task for the role of a model, for which generation of all convolutional layers proved to
be beneficial. Figures 5 and 6 show comparison of training and test accuracies on OMNIGLOT for
different parameter values for these two models. Here we only used two independent runs for each
parameter value, which did not allow us to sufficiently reduce the statistical error. Despite of this,
in the following, we try to highlight a few notable parameter dependencies. Note here that in some
experiments with particularly large embedding or model sizes, training progressed beyond the target
number of steps and there could also be overfitting for very large models.
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Figure 4: Two transformer-based approaches to weight generation studied in our experiments: only
encoder layers (left), encoder and decoder layers on the same input sequence (right).

Number of transformer layers. Increasing the number of transformer layers is seen to be par-
ticularly important in the 4-channel model. The 16-channel model also demonstrates the benefit of
using 1 vs 2 transformer layers, but the performance appears to degrade when we use 3 transformer
layers.

Activation embedding dimension. Particularly, small activation embeddings can be seen to hurt
the performance in both models, while using larger activation embeddings appears to be advanta-
geous in most cases except for the 32-dimensional activation embeddings in the 4-channel model.

Class embedding dimension. Particularly low embedding dimension of 16 can be seen to hurt the
performance of both models.

Number of transformer heads. Increasing the number of transformer heads leads to performance
degradation in the 16-channel model, but does not have a pronounced effect in the 4-channel model.

Image embedding dimensions. Removing the image embedding, or using an 8-dimensional em-
bedding can be seen to hurt the performance in both cases of the 4- and 16-channel models.

Transformer architecture. While the majority of our experiments were conducted with a se-
quence of transformer encoder layers, we also experimented with an alternative weight generation
approach, where both encoder and decoder transformer layers were employed (see Fig. 4). Our
experiments with both architectures suggest that the role of the decoder is pronounced, but very
different in two models: in the 16-channel model, the presence of the decoder increases the model
performance, while in the 4-channel model, it leads to accuracy degradation.

Inner transformer embedding sizes. Varying the ν parameter for different components of the
transformer model (key/query pair, value and inner fully-connect layer size), we quantify their im-
portance on the model performance. Using very low ν for the value dimension hurts performance
of both models. The effect of key/query and inner dimensions can be distinctly seen only in the
4-channel model, where using ν = 1 or ν = 1.5 appears to produce the best results.

Weight allocation approach. Our experiments with the “spatial” weight allocation in 4- and 16-
channel models showed slightly inferior performance (both accuracies dropping by about 0.2% to
0.4% in both experiments) compared to that obtained with the “output” weight allocation method.

E ATTENTION MAPS OF LEARNED TRANSFORMER MODELS

We visualized the attention maps of several transformer-based models that we used for CNN layer
generation. Figure 7 shows attention maps for a 2-layer 4-channel CNN network generated using a 1-
head 1-layer transformer on MINIIMAGENET(labeled samples are sorted in the order of their episode
labels). Attention map for the final logits layer (“CNN Layer 3”) is seen to exhibit a “stairways”
pattern indicating that a weight slice Wc,· for episode label c is generated by attending to all samples
except for those with label c. This is reminiscent of the supervised learning mechanism outlined in
Sec. 3.2. While the proposed mechanism would attend to all samples with label c and average their
embeddings, another alternative is to average embeddings of samples with other labels and then
invert the result. We hypothesize that the trained transformer performs a similar calculation with
additional learned transformer parameters, which may be seen to result in mild fluctuations of the
attention to different input samples.
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Figure 5: Change of the training (blue) and test (orange) accuracies on 1-shot-20-way OM-
NIGLOT task for a 16-channel model relative to the base configuration with 3-layer transformer,
16-dimensional activation embedding, ν = 1.0, d = 32, 2 heads and 32-dimensional image embed-
ding. Approximate confidence intervals are shown.
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Figure 6: Change of the training (blue) and test (orange) accuracies on 5-shot-20-way OM-
NIGLOT task for a 4-channel model relative to the base configuration with 3-layer transformer,
16-dimensional activation embedding, ν = 1.0, d = 32, 2 heads and 32-dimensional image em-
bedding. Approximate confidence intervals are shown.
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Figure 7: Learned attention maps for 2-layer 4-channel CNN network generated with 1 head, 1 layer
transformer for 5-shot MINIIMAGENET.
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Figure 8: Learned attention maps for 4-layer 8-channel CNN network generated with 1-head, 2-
layer transformer for 5-shot TIEREDIMAGENET with additional unsupervised samples (2 per class).
Only the last layer of CNN is generated.

The attention maps for a semi-supervised learning problem with a 2-layer transformer is shown in
Figure 8. One thing to notice is that a mechanism similar to the one described above appears to
be used in the first transformer layer, where weight slices Wc,· attend to all labeled samples with
labels ci 6= c. At the same time, unlabeled samples can be seen to attend to labeled samples in layer
1 (see “Unlabeled” rows and “Label . . . ” columns) and the weight slices in layer 2 then attend to
the updated unlabeled sample tokens (see “Weights” rows and “Unlabeled” columns in the second
layer). This additional pathway connecting labeled samples to unlabeled samples and finally to
the logits layer weights is again reminiscent of the simplistic semi-supervised learning mechanism
outlined in Sec. 3.2.

The exact details of these calculations and the generation of intermediate convolutional layers is
generally much more difficult to interpret just from the attention maps and a more careful analysis
of the trained model is necessary to draw the final conclusions.

F VISUALIZATION OF THE GENERATED CNN WEIGHTS.

Figures 9 and 10 show the examples of the CNN kernels that are generated by a single-head, 1-
layer transformer for a simple 2-layer CNN model with 9 × 9 stride-4 kernels. Different figures
correspond to different approaches to re-assembling the weights from the generated slices: using
“output” allocation or “spatial” allocation (see Section 3.1 in the main text for more information).
Notice that “spatial” weight allocation produces more homogeneous kernels for the first layer when
compared to the “output” allocation. In both figures we show the difference of the final generated
kernels for 3 variants: model with both layers generated, one generated and one trained and both
trained.

Trained layers are always fixed for the inference for all the episodes, but the generated layers vary, al-
beit not significantly. In Figures 11 and 12 we show the generated kernels for two different episodes
and, on the right, the difference between them. It appears that the generated convolutional kernel
change withing 10− 15% form episode to episode.
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Figure 9: Visualizing convolutional kernels for a 2-layer network with a 9 × 9 CNN kernel size
and stride of 4 trained on MINIIMAGENET. Each column shows 1 model with two layers and fully-
connected head that is always generated by the transformer. Left: both CNN layers are generated,
center: first CNN layer is trained, second is generated, right: both CNN layers are trained. Layer
weight allocation: “output”.
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Figure 10: Visualizing convolutional kernels for a 2-layer network with a 9 × 9 CNN kernel size
and stride of 4 trained on MINIIMAGENET. Each column shows 1 model with two layers and fully-
connected head that is always generated by the transformer. Left: both CNN layers are generated,
center: first CNN layer is trained, second is generated, right: both CNN layers are trained. Layer
weight allocation: “spatial”.
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Figure 11: Visualizing generated convolutional kernels in a 2-layer model for two different episodes.
Left two plots: kernels for two random episodes of 5 classes, right: the difference in generated
kernels for two episodes. Layer weight allocation: “output”.
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Figure 12: Visualizing generated convolutional kernels in a 2-layer model for two different episodes.
Left two plots: kernels for two random episodes of 5 classes, right: the difference in generated
kernels for two episodes. Layer weight allocation: “spatial”.
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Table 4: Average model test and training accuracies on OMNIGLOT (separated by a slash) for
the models of different sizes. “Logits” row shows accuracies for the model with only the fully-
connected logits layer generated from the support set. It can be interpreted as a method based on
a learned embedding. “All” row reports accuracies of the models with some or all convolutional
layers being generated. We were not able to see a statistically significant evidence of an advantage
of generating more than one convolutional layers.

4-channel 6-channel 8-channel

Logits 77.9 / 79.2 90.0 / 91.4 94.4 / 95.8
All 82.0 / 83.4 90.7 / 92.0 94.6 / 96.0
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Figure 13: Test accuracies for the generated 4-channel and 6-channel CNN models on the 5-
shot-5-way TIEREDIMAGENET task. Models with only the last logits layer generated (red) are
characterized by the lower test accuracies compared to the models with some or all convolutional
layers also being generated (blue and green).
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